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The Microbiologist’s Role in Application 
Review

• The Division of Microbiology Assessment (DMA) 
advises on microbiological aspects of:
– Pharmaceutical Development
– Manufacturing
– Process Validation
– Specifications
– Labeling for safe use practices
– Microbiological methods and method validation 

www.fda.gov
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The Microbiologist’s Role in Application 
Review

• DMA performs assessments for both sterile and 
nonsterile drug products.

• DMA assesses applications for new products 
and some manufacturing and labeling changes.
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Overview
• FDA’s policy on the use of AMMs
• Approaches to validation of AMMs
• Regulatory pathways to approval
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Conventional vs. Alternative Methods
• Conventional methods

– Human intervention
– Require microbial growth
– Slow (days to weeks)
– Simple to execute and understand
– Widely accepted, includes compendial methods:

• USP <51> Antimicrobial Effectiveness testing
• USP <61> Microbiological Examination of Nonsterile Products: 

Microbial Enumeration Tests
• USP <62> Microbiological Examination of Nonsterile Products: 

Tests for Specified Microorganisms
• USP <71> Sterility Tests
• USP <85> Bacterial Endotoxins Test
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Conventional vs. Alternative Methods
• Alternative (a.k.a. rapid) microbiological methods 

(AMMs)
– Often automated methods
– Based on aspects of microbial physiology:

• ATP bioluminescence
• Fluorescent cell stains
• Nucleic acid amplification

– Faster (a few hours to days)
– Less widely accepted
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Overview
• FDA’s policy on the use of AMMs
• Approaches to validation of AMMs
• Regulatory pathways to approval
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FDA Policy
• FDA’s Alternative Method Initiatives

– Ad hoc inter-center working groups
– Reviewer training opportunities
– Reviewer outreach
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FDA Policy
• Approved applications describe the use of AMMs for:

– Water testing
– Environmental monitoring
– Bioburden testing
– Release/stability microbial limits testing
– Release/stability sterility and endotoxin testing

• Most applications are approved in the first review cycle
• FDA encourages pre-submission interactions
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FDA Policy
• We are ready to assess AMMs in your submissions.
• Very few submissions involving AMMs are received, 

predominantly sterility methods. 
• Why so few?

– Concerns regarding validation of methods?
– Concerns about the approval process?
– Concerns about inspections?
– Concerns about FDA scrutiny for related practices?
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Approaches to Validation
• Alternative methods should yield results that 

are at least equivalent to if not better than 
conventional methods.
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Approaches to Validation
• Currently, no formal FDA guidance regarding validation 

of AMMs for drug products
• Guidance exists for some classes of biologic products:

– 2008 Draft guidance: Validation of Growth-Based 
Rapid Microbiological Methods for Sterility Testing 
of Cellular and Gene Therapy Products 

– Concepts in this guidance may be useful in designing 
validation studies
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Approaches to Validation
• Technical resources:

– USP <1223> Validation of Alternative Microbiological Methods
– USP <1225> Validation of Compendial Procedures
– PDA Technical Report 33 - Evaluation, Validation and 

Implementation of New Microbiological Testing Methods
– ICH Q2A Validation of Analytical Procedures

“The objective of validation of an analytical procedure is to 
demonstrate that it is suitable for its intended purposes”

• Note of caution: FDA requirements may differ from Ph. Eur. (5.1.6 
Alternative methods for control of microbiological quality, 2.6.30 
Monocyte-Activation Test, etc.)
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Approaches to Validation
• Generally, the areas described in USP <1223> and <1225> and 

PDA TR 33 are used to guide reviews.

USP <1223> Validation of Alternative Microbiological Methods
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Approaches to Validation
• Generally, the areas described in USP <1223> and <1225> and 

PDA TR 33 are used to guide reviews.

PDA TR 33 Evaluation, Validation and Implementation of New Microbiological Testing Methods
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Approaches to Validation
• A microbiology reviewer’s perspective:

– Areas of emphasis:
• Limit of detection and limit of 

quantification
• Product interference with the test method
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Approaches to Validation
• A microbiology reviewer’s perspective:

– Choose your statistical analysis methods 
carefully

– Use microorganisms that are relevant to your 
product and manufacturing environment

– Understand the limitations of your method 
and perform studies using worst-case 
scenarios
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Pathways to Approval
• Describe the use of an AMM and associated 

validation studies in an application
– ANDA/BLA/NDA application
– Supplemental applications: Prior Approval 

(PAS), Changes Being Effected (CBE-0 or CBE-
30)
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Pathways to Approval
• Submitting a Comparability Protocol

– “…well-defined, detailed, written plan for 
assessing the effect of specific CMC changes…”

– Useful for repetitive changes, e.g. the 
introduction of AMM testing for multiple 
products

– Note that the submission of comparability 
protocols is NOT required for approval of AMMs
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Pathways to Approval
• What to include in a Comparability Protocol:

– Description of the planned changes
– Specific tests and studies to be performed 
– Analytical procedures to be used
– Acceptance criteria
– Proposed reporting category
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Pathways to Approval
• After approval of a comparability protocol, 

document and submit the implementation of 
each change 
– Results of all tests described in the protocol
– Discussion of any deviations
– Summary of any investigations performed
– Any other pertinent information
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Pathways to Approval
• Further information:

Draft Guidance for Industry: Comparability Protocols 
for Human Drugs and Biologics: Chemistry, 
Manufacturing, and Controls Information, April 2016
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Pathways to Approval
• Provide a Letter of Authorization for a Drug 

Master File
– Many AMM systems manufacturers have drug 

master files with FDA.
– However, you may still need to submit product-

specific validation data.
– A Drug Master File is NOT required for approval of 

AMM.
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Pathways to Approval
• Tips for preparation of your submission:

– Remember, some of these methods are new to 
reviewers.

– Provide a summary of the technology you’re using 
(a DMF may be useful for this).

– Fully and clearly describe the method and your 
validation studies.
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Pathways to Approval
• More tips for preparation of your submission:

– Provide an updated list of specifications, if 
necessary

– State the scope of your change – will you be 
using this test for in-process testing, release, 
stability?
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Pathways to Approval
• You may request a meeting with DMA to discuss 

implementation of AMMs for your product.
• Draft Guidance for Industry: Formal Meetings 

Between the FDA and Sponsors or Applicants, 
June 2018
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Pathways to Approval
“To avoid potential delays in regulatory approval, it is 
suggested that firms communicate with the appropriate 
regulatory authorities during the planning process to discuss 
validation strategy and regulatory notification requirements.”

– Bryan S. Riley, 2011.  A Regulator’s View Of Rapid Microbiology Methods.  European Pharmaceutical Review, Volume 16, 
Issue 5.

• Emerging Technology Team
– CDER/OPQ & ORA representatives
– Mechanism for pre-submission interactions
– Assists firms that are interested in implementing innovative 

technology. 
– CDER-ETT@FDA.HHS.GOV

mailto:CDER-ETT@FDA.HHS.GOV
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Summary
• FDA is ready for and welcomes the submissions 

of applications for the use of AMMs.
• AMMs are routinely approved by the FDA.
• Design an approach to validation based on your 

product and process and fully describe the 
validation process in your submission.

• There are multiple regulatory pathways to FDA 
approval for the use of AMMs.
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Thank you!
Julie Nemecek, Ph.D.
FDA/CDER/OPQ/OPF

Division of Microbiology Assessment
julie.nemecek@fda.hhs.gov
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